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ABSTRACT

We present a improved language modeling technique for
Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) based LID scheme. The previous
approach to LID using LZW algorithm prepares the language
pattern table using LZW algorithm. Because of the sequen-
tial nature of the LZW algorithm, several language specific
patterns of the language were missing in the pattern table. To
overcome this, we build a universal pattern table, which con-
tains all patterns of different length. For each language it’s
corresponding language specific pattern table is constructed
by retaining the patterns of the universal table whose fre-
quency of appearance in the training data is above the thresh-
old. This approach reduces the classification score (Com-
pression Ratio [LZW-CR] or the weighted discriminant score
[LZW-WDS]) for non native languages and increases the LID
performance considerably.
Index Terms : Language modeling, PRLM, Pattern table,
LZW-CR, LZW-WDS.

1. INTRODUCTION

Usually LID is performed by tokenizing the input signal first
followed by building a language models for these tokens. The
common tokenization for spoken language identification is
that of phonemes of one or more languages [1]. The language
models are often stochastic models viz., unigram, bigram dis-
tributions [1][2] ergodic-HMM [3][4], duration models, etc.
In [5] two approaches are proposed for language modeling
one is modified bigrams with context-mapping matrix and an-
other one is language model based on binary decision trees.
Various architectures of LID have been proposed [2], viz. (i)
PRLM (phone recognition followed by language model), (ii)
PPRLM (parallel PRLM), (iii) PPR (parallel phone recogni-
tion). In this paper, we use the PRLM architecture because of
its simplicity.

Stochastic models proposed for LID are typically Markov
models of small orders (unigram, bigram, trigram etc.). The
language discriminability for finite test data is limited by the
nature of the model itself, with higher order models likely to
do better; but, higher order model estimates are poorer with

limited training data.
The LZW based language model for LID proposed in [6]

attempts to solve the above limitations by keeping only lim-
ited numbers of patterns of different string length for each
language. These patterns are automatically derived from the
training data of a language, which is assumed to be general-
izable to the unseen test data. Once the pattern table is built,
for a given test sequence, a compression ratio (LZW-CR) or
weighted discriminant score (LZW-WDS) is computed [6]
and the highest score decides the language-ID.

The LZW technique ([8]-[10]) allows the basic structural
unit of the language to be of variable length. So the technique
captures the advantages of higher order models with much
less training data. Also the LZW technique, builds the pat-
tern tables regardless of the frequency of occurrence of the
patterns. A pattern ��� occurring most in language ��� will
also be present in the pattern table of language �	� even if it
occurs only once in the training data of language �
� . As a
result, more than 50% of the patterns in each pattern table are
not language specific; these add confusability to the LID task,
thereby inhibiting the performance.

In [7] we propose two solutions for overcoming this limita-
tion. It builds LZW pattern tables as before but then make
these pattern tables more language specific by pruning it
(Fig. 1). Two pruning techniques were discussed. First one
is language specific (LS-LZW) pruning. Here, for each lan-
guage pattern table, only those patterns which are unique to
that pattern table are retained; i.e. a pattern ��� present in lan-
guage ��� pattern table is retained only if � � doesn’t appear
in any of the other pattern tables. Second one is length fre-
quency (LF-LZW) pruning. Here a pattern in the pattern ta-
ble is retained only if the product of its frequency of occur-
rence in that language training data and its length is more than
a threshold. After pruning both of these techniques use the
same LZW-CR and LZW-WDS method of scoring for identi-
fying the language of a test sequence. By pruning the pattern
tables it was shown that the performance of LID has improved
along with a reduction in complexity.

Although the LZW based language modeling has shown
promise for LID, for very short test sequences and limited
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Fig. 1. Block Schematic showing the Training and Testing
Phase of LS-LZW-CR based LID

training data, there is scope for improvement. In spite of using
variable length token patterns, we recognize that the pattern
tables need to be further enriched. We address this problem in
this paper and propose a method of forming universal string
or pattern table of a certain maximum length and then pruning
it to form language specific pattern table for each language.

2. PATTERN TABLE BUILDING

2.1. Training Stage

In training, we do not use LZW algorithm to build pattern
tables corresponding to each language. First an universal ta-
ble is constructed by keeping all the patterns of different size.
Consider the total number of phonemes or tokens is  , i.e.����������������� ��� . The universal table � is constructed by the
combination of these phonemes. We call this combination
of phonemes as pattern � � . where ��� �!�#" , " is the max-
imum number of patterns in � . If the size of the pattern is
varied from � to $ , then

�&%(' �*) ' �!) '
+ ),������� '
-/. �0) '
- (1)

where ' � is the set of all symbol sequences of length � ; thus
the total number of patterns in � is " = 213 � 1 ����� 14 - .

Since the universal table is huge and not language specific
it does not help LID. We construct a language specific pattern
table 5�6 for language 7 ( � �879�;: , where : is the total
number of languages) from � by pruning. We assign a weight
factor to each pattern �<� in � ; the weight factor is the number
of times the pattern �<� has appeared in the training data of
language 7 . Now 5 6 will contain pattern �<� of � only, if
the weight factor is more than a fixed threshold. Pruning is
repeated using the respective language training data. We call
this type of building a language models as pruned universal
symbol (PUS) language models.

By comparing these language specific pattern tables with
the pattern tables obtained by LZW [6][7], we see that several

additional patterns are included because of the substrings of
the universal set.

2.2. Testing

Using the language specific pattern tables from the training
stage, we obtain a language identification score by applying
LZW algorithm for a test sequence; two such scores have
been identified [6].

2.2.1. Compression Ratio (CR)

For the test sequence, each newly found pattern is coded by
its index in the pattern table. Since the test sequence of pat-
terns is represented by a sequence of indices, the algorithm
achieves compression. The test sequence is separately com-
pressed using the pattern table of each language. For the given
test sequence, if the pattern table is representative of its lan-
guage and if the test sequence contains patterns unique to that
language, the compression ratio will be high. Conversely, if
the phoneme sequence does not correspond to the language of
the pattern table, the phonemes get coded individually result-
ing in a low compression ratio. We define the compression ra-
tio as the ratio of the number of phonemes in the test sequence
to the number of indices obtained after LZW compression.

2.2.2. Weighted Discriminant Score (WDS)

In WDS, a weight factor is assigned to each pattern in 5 6 us-
ing the training data of language 7 . For a pattern ��� of length= , the weight factor � 6?> ���A@ for language 7 is calculated as:

�B6 > � � @*% DCFEHG (2)

where  C E denotes the number of times the pattern � � oc-
curred in the training data and IG denotes the total number of
patterns of length = in the training data. The weight factors
are normalized as below:

J 6 > � � @*% � 6�> ���K@L ��MNPO � �06 > � N @ (3)

such that
� MQ
� O �
J 6 > � � @*%R� (4)

where  6 denotes the number of a patterns in 5 6 .
For a test sequence S its discriminant score T 6U> S�@ for a

language 7 is calculated as follows. The test sequence S is
converted into a sequence of patterns by using pattern table
of language 7 . Let � � , �V%W� �X�������ZY 6 denote these patterns.
Now the discriminant score of S for language 7 is defined as
the product of the weight factors of the individual patterns.



T 6U> S�@	%
[ M\
� O �
J 6]> ���K@ (5)

The assumption here is that, the individual patterns are inde-
pendent. If the patterns are not independent they would not
have occurred separately in the pattern table. i.e. if a pattern
� N and ��^ , _ �a` %b� ��� Y 6 are not independent of each other,
then � N and ��^ would not be separately present but the con-
catenated pattern � N ��^ would be present in the pattern table.
This assumption will hold good when the training data for
building the pattern tables contain most of the valid patterns
occurring in the language.

From the set of languages : , the language ID for the test
sequence is 7dc

7 c %fe�gih*jke�l6nmUo > TD6 > S�@a@ (6)

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The experiments for the LID task are performed on the 6 lan-
guage OGI-TS data base, which contains manually labeled
phonetic transcriptions. The 6 languages are : English, Ger-
man, Hindi, Japanese, Mandarin and Spanish. The manual
labels are subjected to simulated errors, using a random error
model. The OGI-TS database uses transcription based on the
multi-language motivated Worldbet [11]. The transcriptions
of the =XprqFsFt - u p sentences of the OGI-TS database uses 923
symbols in all, from the 6 languages. The phonetic detail is
made explicit by use of diacritics. The diacritics are merged
into the base labels leaving us with approximately 150 sym-
bols. By grouping together similar sounding phonemes, this
is further reduced to 50 language-independent phonetic units.
The resulting 50 units, which include several silence and non-
speech units, are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. 50 size Phone Inventory including non-speech sym-
bols.

vowel(14) i, 3r, I, u, E, v , @, &, o, a, 8, e, 2, ax
semivowels(4) w, l, r, j
diphthongs(8) ai, ei, ou, au, iu, Eax, oi, uax
nasals(3) m, n, N
fricative(9) f, s, sh, v, z, h, D, G, T
affricate(3) dZ, ts, cC
stops(6) b, d, g, k, p, t
non speech(3) pause, line,breath,smacking noise,

other noises

Training data of each language consists of �?w � wUw?w
phonemes. Size of the universal table � is " = xUy �Pz?z{�Z|?| w
and maximum length of the pattern is $ = } . After pruning,

the average size of the language specific pattern table 5�6 is
� � x | w . We have used threshold for pruning as } ; i.e. pattern
should appear in training data at-least | times.

Now, we present the results of spoken language identifica-
tion on the 6 languages of the OGI-TS database. Each =XprqFsFt -
u p utterance is at least 45 sec long and is spoken by a unique
speaker. We divide the utterances of each language into two
parts, training speakers and testing speakers (mutually exclu-
sive). The =XprqFsFt - u p being extempore and free, makes the LID
task text independent and speaker independent. To simulate
the real tokenization we introduce a controlled amount of to-
ken errors to manually assigned phonetic labels. Noisy tok-
enization is realized by first generating one random variable
for each token. This random variable takes on values � and
w with probabilities � and ��~ � respectively, where � is the
induced artificial error rate. For each token, if the value of
the corresponding random variable is � , then that token is re-
placed by any one of the other tokens (all with equal probabil-
ity). On the other hand, if the value of this random variable is
w , then that token is left unmodified. Thus, after this process
we get a noisy tokenization of the speech utterance with an
error rate of � . Noise is added to the training tokens as well
as to the test phonemes. We have generated token sequences
with 30% error (corresponding to typical phoneme error rates
of an automated front end) to test the language model perfor-
mance.

The performance of LID system with random substitution
error presents the lower bound of the LID system accuracy,
as the random substitution errors does not maintain any par-
ticular form of patterns. In case of phonetic similarity based
substitution errors there is more chance that some kind of a
pattern is maintained, like phoneme ”k” is always misplaced
with ”g”. It is possible to have a good LID accuracy with
a wrong but consistent phonetic recognizer, because the LID
system requires only consistent labeling, e.g., pattern ”aka” is
always recognized as ”aga”. Since we train the system with
”aga” itself, so LID system considers ”aga” as one of the pat-
tern in that language. If the pattern ”aka” appears in test data,
but phonetic recognizer will convert it into ”aga”.

Test utterances have lengths varying from 20 to 300
phonemes. LID performance of the proposed PUS language
modeling technique using compression ratio (CR) or using
weighted discriminant score (WDS) are compared with previ-
ous techniques namely Bigram, basic LZW with compression
ratio (LZW-CR) and with weighted discriminant score (LZW-
WDS), Language Specific LZW with compression ratio (LS-
LZW-CR) and with weighted discriminant score (LS-LZW-
WDS) and Length Frequency product based LZW with com-
pression ratio (LF-LZW-CR) and with weighted discriminant
score (LF-LZW-WDS), the LID task has been performed and
the results averaged over the 6 languages for an error proba-
bility � %�w � y is reported in Table 2 and 3 . The graphical
illustration of the average LID performance for � = 0.3 is also
shown in Fig. 2 (CR as the measure) and Fig. 3 (WDS as the



Table 2. Average LID accuracy for � %�w � y (30% tok-
enization noise)using compression ratio as distance measure.
Method 1: Bigram, Method 2: LZW-CR, Method 3: LS-LZW-
CR, Method 4: LF-LZW-CR, Method 5: PUS-CR

Test size Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Method 5
20 66.05 38.5 49.15 46.73 50
40 66.04 60.78 70.27 68.53 71.54
60 66.49 71.41 80.73 79.64 81.10
80 71.89 80.19 87.60 86.09 87.91
100 73.78 86.73 91.26 90.42 91.08
150 78.48 92.00 97.06 95.91 95.63
200 81.20 95.59 98.09 97.44 97.35
250 82.30 97.19 99.28 98.89 98.97
300 86.35 98.48 99.26 99.26 99.92

Table 3. Average LID accuracy for � %�w � y (30% tok-
enization noise)using WDS as distance measure. Method 1:
Bigram, Method 2: LZW-WDS, Method 3: LS-LZW-WDS,
Method 4: LF-LZW-WDS, Method 5: PUS-WDS

Test size Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Method 5
20 66.05 76.40 77.32 78.84 80.39
40 66.04 89.34 90.39 90.78 91.78
60 66.49 94.5 95.42 95.01 96.69
80 71.89 97.00 97.67 97.56 98.23
100 73.78 98.60 98.23 98.62 98.98
150 78.48 99.53 99.53 99.39 99.63
200 81.20 99.71 99.60 99.71 99.80
250 82.30 99.64 99.86 100 100
300 86.35 100 100 100 100
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Fig. 2. Average LID accuracy for � %(w � y using Compression
Ratio (CR) as a measure.

From the tables, it is clear that the new language model
consistently improves the performance for all cases; error rate
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Fig. 3. Average LID accuracy for � %�w � y using Weighted
Discriminant Score (WDS) as a measure.

reduction of around 10% is seen for small test size cases.
Also, the WDS out performs CR in all test cases and all lan-
guage models. However, we still need about 10 Sec of speech
for around 99% LID performance.

In order to verify the performance of the proposed LID sys-
tem for the errors introduced by segmentation and phone rec-
ognizer. We have introduced 10%deletion error by deleting
the manually labeled segments randomly, 10% of insertion er-
rors are introduced by inserting a random label between two
manually labeled segments and 30% phone recognizer error
is introduced as discussed above. By comparing the results
of Table 4 and 5 with only noisy tokenization (only phone
recognition error, Table 2 and 3 ), we can see that there is
overall deterioration of all techniques, particularly for short
test sequences. However, among the three language mod-
els, we can see that LZW-WDS is significantly more robust
to tokenization, deletion and insertion errors. The traditional
bigram language model is much poorer than both the LZW
based models. We can see that LZW-CR approach is quite
poor for short test sequences.

Table 4. Average LID accuracy for 10% deletion error, 10%
insertion and 30% tokenization noise using compression ratio
as discriminative measure. Method 1: Bigram, Method 2:
LZW-CR, Method 3: LS-LZW-CR, Method 4: LF-LZW-CR,
Method 5: PUS-CR

Test size Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Method 5
20 62.27 27.78 39.23 33.87 36.40
40 63.24 46.42 59.54 55.65 57.08
60 64.59 59.20 71.01 68.11 68.23
80 67.62 67.94 77.79 75.37 75.77
100 69.99 73.62 82.97 79.74 80.22
150 77.53 82.60 90.08 87.54 88.59
200 80.42 87.70 92.50 92.73 91.55
250 84.14 90.93 94.48 94.11 94.60
300 86.29 93.74 96.79 95.97 94.62



Table 5. Average LID accuracy for 10% deletion error, 10%
insertion and 30% tokenization noise using WDS as discrim-
inative measure. Method 1: Bigram, Method 2: LZW-WDS,
Method 3: LS-LZW-WDS, Method 4: LF-LZW-WDS, Method
5: PUS-WDS

Test size Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Method 5
20 62.27 68.18 69.46 71.31 73.72
40 63.24 82.99 84.34 85.46 86.47
60 64.59 89.97 90.80 91.12 92.24
80 67.62 93.41 93.84 95.01 95.86
100 69.99 95.98 95.53 97.01 97.70
150 77.53 98.39 98.29 98.89 98.40
200 80.42 99.37 98.88 99.89 99.71
250 84.14 100 99.64 100 100
300 86.29 100 100 100 100

4. CONCLUSIONS

We propose a new technique for building a language specific
pattern table, by pruning a universal table of token sequences
of different size. The Language specific pattern table is con-
structed by assigning a weight to each pattern of the univer-
sal table and then retaining the patterns whose weight factor
is above the threshold. We thus maintain the good language
modeling capability by retaining the patterns which are im-
portant for LID. So, the proposed PUS technique is able to
build more discriminative language models for LID.
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